
 
 

 
 

 

Arthiefact is a game in which players analyze 

famous paintings and try to match them with the 

given art criteria. 

 

It is a product of the EduGaming project. 

 

 

 

 

 

Age: 15+ 

Players: 2 – 8 (recommended 6) 

Duration: 15 – 30 min 
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CONTENTS: 

 

 

 

1 Lid card, used to cover the Art pile. 

 

 

 

 

 

112 Art cards, with depictions of well-known paintings on the front 

side and information about the art piece on the back. 

 

 

 

 

 

57 Trace cards, containing the criteria to match. 

 

 

  

 

...Also, this rulebook. 
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Objective 

Players compete in matching their paintings with the given criteria.  

The first player to reach 10 points wins. 

 

Setup 
 
 
Each player draws 5 Art cards and places them, Art face up, in front of them, without looking at 
the backside. 
 
 
 
Place the Trace deck face down in the middle of the table. Place the Art pile, Art face up, next to it: 
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Gameplay 
 
 

Reveal the top card from the Trace deck; 

Players choose one or more paintings that fit 

the given criteria; 

 

(Note: If a card has two traces players need 

to match just one of the given criteria, not 

both!) 

 

Each player can always say “Pass!” and skip their turn if they think they don’t have any fitting 

painting. 

 

Once decided, players flip over their designated cards and check if the symbol matches; 
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✔ If there is a matching symbol, the player puts their used card into their stash; this card 

represents a point; 

 

✘ If there is no matching symbol, the player discards the played card and loses one card from 

their stash (if they have any). 

If a player used more than one card, they resolve their points applying the same rules, starting 

from the correct guesses. 

(example: Vicky played three cards; Two of them were correct and one was wrong; She gains two 

points but also loses one, therefore remaining at +1 point) 

 

After resolving their points, players draw a new painting for every card they played, so that they 

always have a total of five paintings. 

 

Reveal a new card from the Trace deck and keep playing until there is a winner. 

 

Winning condition 
 

Whoever reaches 10 points first wins. 

 

If players run out of cards from the Trace deck, shuffle the deck and continue playing. 

If the Art deck runs out, whoever has the most points is the winner. 

In case of a tie, players can play a round of Heist to determine the winner. 
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Heist 
 

Heist is an alternative version  

of the game where players  

compete in knowledge and dexterity,  

trying to be the quickest art thief. 

 

 It is advised that you first play the basic version 

 before trying this one out, as it is for more 

advanced players. 
 

 

 

 

Age: 15+ 

Players: 2 – 5 (recommended 4) 

Duration: 10 – 15 min 
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Objective 

You are museum burglars, stealing art for the black market. Your bosses gave you specific criteria 

for the paintings you have to “acquire”, and time is of the essence! 

Players try to snatch paintings before their competitors do, by matching the traces in their hand 

with the displayed art piece.  

The first player to use all of their Trace cards wins. 

 

Setup 
 

 

Cover the Art deck (art-side up) with the Lid card and set it in the middle of the table, along with 

the Trace deck. 

Each player draws 5 cards from the Trace deck. 
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Gameplay 
 

The player who last attended an art class or visited a museum starts the game by removing the Lid 

card. 

Once a painting is revealed, players need to match it with a trace card from their hand. 

This time only the quickest player will get the point! As soon as the player connects a criteria 

with the painting, they must snatch it by covering the top Art card with their Trace card. 

 

They then flip over the snatched painting to check if they got it right: 

✔ If at least one symbol on the back of the Art card matches with at least one symbol on the 

Trace card, the player takes the painting, puts it in their stash and discards the used Trace card. 

 

✘ If the symbols on the back of the Art card don`t match with the chosen Trace card, the player 

discards the top painting, keeps their mistaken Trace card and takes one more Trace card as a 

penalty. 
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As soon as the painting underneath is revealed, it is up for grabs and anyone can try to snatch it 

(after all, there’s no honor among thieves). The game goes on until one of the players remains 

without Trace cards in hand. 

If the displayed painting cannot be snatched by any Trace card in play, all players draw one 

more Trace card. 

If they still can’t snatch the painting on display, they discard it and go on to the next one. 

 

 

Winning condition 

 

The game is over as soon as one of the players ends up empty-handed. Players then count 

the number of paintings they have in their stash, and take away the number of Trace cards they 

still have in hand. The remaining number is their score. The player with the highest score wins. 

(example: Vicky stole 8 paintings, but has 3 more Trace cards in hand. 8 – 3 = 5, so Vicky’s score 

is 5) 

The final score can be a negative number. 
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Legend of symbols 
 

Portrait 
The main subject of the painting is a real 
person, often a historical figure. 

 

 

Landscape 
The main subject of the painting is nature. 

 

Still life 
The main subject of the painting is one or 
more inanimate objects. 

 

Historical scene 
The painting depicts some historical event. 

 

Ordinary life 
The painting shows scene of everyday life, 
happening either indoors or outdoors. 

 

Religious scene 
The painting depicts a scene inspired by 
religion or taken from scriptures. 

 

Mythological scene 
The painting shows characters, creatures 
or scenes taken from mythology. 

 

  Composition 
The compositional symbols, all in dashed 
lines, show the main shape recognizable in 
the painting, or the way the elements are 
arranged in the frame. There are five: 
Triangular, Circular, Diagonal, Vertical, 
Horizontal. 

 

Styles: the art movements to which each painting can be ascribed, written in fonts 
reminiscent of the styles themselves, are: Renaissance, Baroque, Neoclassicism, 
Romanticism, Realism, Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, Expressionism, Art Nouveau, 
Cubism. 
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About the project 

 
“EduGaming” project was developed based on the premise that educational games, which are 

approaching urgent issues related to social exclusion, disempowerment and radicalisation of 

young people, as well as various global challenges, are making a very big contribution to including 

young people, raising awareness and engaging diverse target groups. 

 

The main goal of the project to build capacities of youth organization to contribute to a cohesive 

and active society, through developing specific competencies in designing educational games 

addressing social and global issues.  

 

Educational games are innovative board and card games, which serve as alternative methods of 

non-formal education in work with young people. Their aim is to address certain issues in an 

interactive, thought provoking and engaging way.  

 

The project team: 

Snežana Bačlija Knoch https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toy/snezana-baclija-knoch.1941/ 

Andreea-Loredana Tudorache https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toy/andreea-loredana-tudorache.1348/ 

Vladimir Budalić 

 

 

Game credits: 

Ivan Čolić 

Giulia Degortes Caivano 

Victoria Paeva 

Copyright disclaimer: 
 
This game has been created and produced without lucrative purpose and is intended to be used                
as a free educational tool. It has been developed, along with many other games, during the 2017                 
edition of “EduGaming”, a training course about the design and implementation of educational             
board games through youth work organized by The Youth Dialogue Programme and A.R.T.             
Fusion. This project has been funded with the support of the Erasmus+ Program of the               
European Union. 
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© Albright-Knox Art Gallery (Buffalo, NY): The Yellow Christ by Paul Gauguin. 
© Alte Nationalgalerie (Berlin): The monk by the sea by Caspar David Friedrich. 
© Alte Pinakothek (Munich): Canigiani Holy Family by Raffaello. 
© Art Institute of Chicago (Chicago): Still-life with dead Game, fruits, and vegetables in a 

market by Frans Snyders; At the Moulin Rouge by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec; Portrait of 
Pablo Picasso by Juan Gris. 

© Bergen Art Museum (Bergen): Evening on Karl Johan Street by Edvard Munch. 
© Cathedral of Castelfranco Veneto: Castelfranco Madonna by Giorgione. 
© Château de Malmaison (Rueil-Malmaison): Napoleon crossing the Alps by Jacques-Louis 

Davis. 
© Church of San Zaccaria (Venice): San Zaccaria altarpiece by Giovanni Bellini. 
© Lord Methuen (Corsham Court, Wiltshire): Three children with dog by Sofonisba 

Anguissola. 
© Courtauld Gallery (London): A Bar at the Folies-Bergère by Édouard Manet. 
© Déri Museum (Debrecen): Cleopatra by Gyula Benczúr. 
© Detroit Institute of Arts Museum (Detroit): Domestic happiness by Lilly Martin Spencer. 
© Doge’s Palace (Venice): Juno showering gifts on Venetia by Veronese. 
© Fogg Art Museum (Cambridge): Gueule de bois (The hangover) by Henri de 

Toulouse-Lautrec. 
© Galleria degli Uffizi (Florence): The Baptism of Christ by Andrea del Verrocchio and 

Leonardo da Vinci; Bacchus and Medusa by Caravaggio; Madonna with child and two 
angels (or Lippina) by Filippo Lippi; The Annunciation by Leonardo da Vinci; Doni Tondo by 
Michelangelo Buonarroti; Portrait of Francesco delle Opere by Perugino; Primavera and 
The birth of Venus by Sandro Botticelli; Venus of Urbino by Tiziano. 

© Iglesia de Santo Tomé (Toledo): The burial of the Count of Orgaz by El Greco. 
© J. Paul Getty Museum (Los Angeles): Astronomer by candlelight by Gerrit Dou. 
© Kunsthalle Hamburg (Hamburg): Wanderer above the sea of fog by Caspar David Friedrich. 
© Kunsthaus (Zurich): Mont Sainte Victoire by Paul Cézanne. 
© Kunsthistorisches Museum (Vienna): Infanta Margarita Teresa in a blue dress by Diego 

Velázquez; The Fall of the Rebel Angels by Luca Giordano; The peasant wedding and The 
hunters in the snow by Pieter Bruegel the Elder; Madonna del Belvedere by Raffaello. 

© Mauritshuis (The Hague): Girl with a pearl earring by Johannes Vermeer; The anatomy 
lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp by Rembrandt. 

© Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York): View of Toledo by El Greco. 
© Mucha Museum (Prague): Princess Hyacinth by Alphonse Mucha. 
© Musée d'Orsay (Paris): Poppies by Claude Monet; The ballet class and The tub by Edgar 

Degas; Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe (Luncheon on the grass) and Olympia by Édouard Manet; 
Les raboteurs de parquet (The floor scrapers) by Gustave Caillebotte; La toilette by Henri 
de Toulouse-Lautrec; The gleaners by Jean-François Millet; The card players by Paul 
Cézanne; Bal au moulin de la Galette (Dance at Le Moulin de la Galette) by Pierre-Auguste 
Renoir; Ploughing in Nevers by Rosa Bonheur. 

© Musée du Louvre (Paris): Liberty leading the People by Eugène Delacroix; Oath of the 
Horatii and The intervention of the Sabine women by Jacques-Louis David; Portrait of 
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Monsieur Bertin by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres; Virgin of the rocks (Paris version), The 
Virgin and Child with St. Anne and Mona Lisa (or La Gioconda) by Leonardo da Vinci; The 
woman with gambling mania and The raft of the Medusa by Théodore Géricault. 

© Musée du Petit Palais (Paris): Young Ladies on the bank of the Seine by Gustave Courbet. 
© Musée Fragonard (Grasse): The cat's lunch (or Young girl giving milk to her cat) by 

Marguerite Gérard. 
© Musée National du Château (Versailles): Marie-Antoinette and her Children by Élisabeth 

Vigée-Le Brun. 
© Museo del Prado (Madrid): Las Meninas by Diego Velázquez; The Third of May 1808, The 

parasol, La maja desnuda and La maja vestida by Francisco Goya; The Garden of Earthly 
Delights tryptich (central panel) by Hieronymus Bosch. 

© Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia (Madrid): Guernica by Pablo Picasso.1 
© Museo nazionale di Capodimonte (Naples): Judith slaying Holofernes by Artemisia 

Gentileschi. 
© Museum of Modern Art (New York): Divan Japonais by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec; The 

starry night by Vincent van Gogh. 
© National Gallery (London): Agony in the Garden by Andrea Mantegna; Madame Moitessier 

by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres. 
© National Gallery (Oslo): The Scream by Edvard Munch. 
© National Gallery of Art (Washington, DC): Self-portrait with beret and turned-up collar by 

Rembrandt; Banquet Piece with Mince Pie by Willem Claesz. Heda. 
© National Museum of Western Art (Tokyo): Water Lilies by Claude Monet. 
© National Museum of Women in the Arts (Washington, DC): Virgin and Child by Elisabetta 

Sirani. 
© Nationalmuseum (Stockholm): Boy playing a flute by Judith Leyster. 
© Neue Pinakothek (Munich): Vase with twelve Sunflowers (or Sunflowers; Munich version) 

by Vincent van Gogh. 
© Österreichische Galerie Belvedere (Vienna): Judith and the head of Holofernes (or Judith I) 

and The kiss by Gustav Klimt. 
© Pinacoteca Ambrosiana (Milan): Basket of fruits by Caravaggio. 
© Pinacoteca di Brera (Milan): Il bacio (The kiss) and Malinconia (Melancholy) by Francesco 

Hayez; Brera altarpiece (or Brera Madonna) by Piero della Francesca; The dentist by Pietro 
Longhi; The marriage of the Virgin by Raffaello. 

© Pushkin Museum (Moscow): Aha oe feii? (Are you jealous?) by Paul Gauguin. 
© Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam): The milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer. 
© Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium (Brussels): The death of Marat by Jacques-Louis 

David. 
© Santa Maria delle Grazie (Milan): The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci. 
© Santa Maria Novella (Florence): The Holy Trinity, with the Virgin and Saint John and donors 

by Masaccio. 
© Sistine Chapel (Vatican City): The Creation of Adam by Michelangelo Buonarroti. 
© Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (New York): Red Balloon by Paul Klee. 
© Tate Britain (London): Venice: San Giorgio Maggiore - Early Morning and Snow storm: 

Hannibal and his Army crossing the Alps by William Turner. 
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© The Holburne Museum (Bath): Henrietta Laura Pulteney by Angelica Kauffman. 
© The Phillips Collection (Washington, DC): Luncheon of the boating party by Pierre-Auguste 

Renoir. 
© Van Gogh Museum (Amsterdam): The potato eaters and Wheat field with crows by Vincent 

van Gogh. 
© Victoria and Albert Museum (London): Boat-building near Flatford Mill and Salisbury 

Cathedral from the Bishop's Grounds by John Constable. 
© Zimmerli Art Museum (New Brunswick): Tournée du Chat Noir de Rodolphe Salis by 

Théophile Alexandre Steinlen. 
 
Composition examples: 

© Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister (Dresden): Sistine Madonna by Raffaello. 
© Museo del Novecento (Milan): The Fourth Estate by Giuseppe Pellizza da Volpedo. 
© Philadelphia Museum of Art (Philadelphia): Portrait of a Polish Woman by Amedeo 

Modigliani. 
© Private Collection (Valdagno): In vedetta (The Watch) by Giovanni Fattori. 
© The State Hermitage Museum (Saint Petersburg): Dance by Henri Matisse. 

 
The following paintings are all part of private collections and are therefore property of their 
respective owners: Portrait of a woman with black hair and Self portrait by Egon Schiele; Green 
pear and knife by Louis Marcoussis; Reine Lefebre and Margot before a window by Mary 
Cassatt; Beheading of St. John the Baptist by Peter Paul Rubens; Flower still life with butterflies 
on a stone slab by Rachel Ruysch.  
 
The stone breakers by Gustave Courbet, formerly kept at the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister in 
Dresden, was destroyed during World War II and is therefore reproduced using Google archive 
photos. 
 
1 Guernica by Pablo Picasso falls under author’s copyright and it’s still likely a property of 
Picasso’s estate, but its ownership is unclear due to the unusual history surrounding the 
painting’s donation to the Spanish people. 
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